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Offerings/Col la borations 
Infosys and Shell Collaborate on Immersion Cooling 

Services to Enable Sustainability-First Data Centers 

(30-Nov-23) 

Infosys collaborated with Shell to create an integrated 

offering for green data centers by leveraging Shell Immersion 

Cooling Fluid and Infosys Topaz. Following the pilot at Shell's 

and Infosys' data centers, the companies intend to extend the 

offer to other customers globally. 

Read more 

Infosys and Better collaborate to offer Mortgage as a 

Service (09-Nov-23) 

Infosys collaborated with Better to launch Maas, an end-to

end digital mortgage white-labelled Al-driven platform to 

help banks and credit unions provide their customers 

seamless digital mortgage and home equity loan 

experiences. 

Read more 

Infosys and AWS Enter Strategic Collaboration to 

Accelerate Financial Institutions' Cloud Transformation 

Across Europe, Middle East and Africa (08-Nov-23) 

Infosys entered into an agreement with AWS to deliver 

technology transformation and industry specific solutions 

to financial organizations supported by joint investments 

into go-to-market and delivery capabilities across the 

EMEA region. 

Read more 

Infosys and Spirit AeroSystems inaugurate Center for 

Aerospace Engineering Excellence in Richardson, Texas 

(03-Nov-23) 

Infosys and Spirit AeroSystems inaugurated their dedicated 

center for aerospace engineering excellence to facilitate 

training, upskilling, and reskilling of talent in digital 

engineering technologies and develop cross-functional 

solutions to pressing business challenges in the aircraft 

development lifecycle. 

Read more 

Infosys and Google Cloud expand alliance to help 

enterprises transform into Al-first organizations 

(18-Oct-23) 

Infosys expanded its alliance with Google Cloud to help 

enterprises build Al-powered experiences 

leveraging Infosys Topaz offerings and Google Cloud's 

generative Al solutions. Infosys will create the new global 

Generative Al Labs to develop industry-specific Al solutions 

and platforms and will also train 20,000 practitioners on 

Google Cloud's gen Al solutions. 

Read more 

Economist Impact and Infosys Launch the Value Chain 

Navigator to Help Businesses Manage and Mitigate their 

Scope 3 Emissions (0S-Oct-23) 

Infosys and Economist Impact launched Value Chain 

Navigator (VCN) to help businesses understand and 

address the complex nature of their scope 3 emissions 

through interactive tracking, tools, and tailored 

recommendations. 

Read more 
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